Miller S Encyclopedia Of World Silver Marks
Right here, we have countless books miller s encyclopedia of world silver marks
and collections to check out. We additionally present variant types and
moreover type of the books to browse. The agreeable book, fiction, history,
novel, scientific research, as with ease as various other sorts of books are
readily to hand here.
As this miller s encyclopedia of world silver marks, it ends taking place
bodily one of the favored books miller s encyclopedia of world silver marks
collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the
unbelievable book to have.

Miller's Encyclopedia of World Silver Marks Judith Miller 2018-03-20 Designed
as the essential reference tool for appraisers, collectors and dealers of
silverware, the Encyclopedia is an indispensable guide for anyone researching
silver hallmarks, offering clear and wide-ranging reproductions of thousands of
hallmarks from more than 60 countries and regions, past and present, on every
continent. It is also clearly and logically organized into two volumes for ease
of reference: in the first volume are hallmarks listed by visual type and
category, fully cross-referenced to information in the second volume on country
of origin (in order of importance), centre of assaying or making, date and
silver standard marks, special marks such as import/export marks, and selected
maker's marks. Vetted by an international team of experts, the Encyclopedia
thus helps you to identify silver hallmarks quickly, easily and reliably. It
also includes brief historical overviews of hallmarking in each country, a
description of the hallmarking process, and a guide to identifying fake and
forged marks. Practical, comprehensive and up to date, Miller's Encyclopedia of
World Silver Marks is an invaluable aid to identifying silverware from around
the world.
Supercrooks Mark Millar 2018-04 When the market is flooded with competition and
the authorities are on your tail, what's an all-American super villain to do?
Go to Spain, of course! Johnny Bolt convinces his villainous pals to pull off
one last heist but will culture shock get to them before the policia do? And
when Johnny's target is revealed as the greatest super villain of all time,
things go horribly wrong ...
Encyclopedia of Modern Coral Reefs David Hopley 2010-11-26 Coral reefs are the
largest landforms built by plants and animals. Their study therefore
incorporates a wide range of disciplines. This encyclopedia approaches coral
reefs from an earth science perspective, concentrating especially on modern
reefs. Currently coral reefs are under high stress, most prominently from
climate change with changes to water temperature, sea level and ocean
acidification particularly damaging. Modern reefs have evolved through the
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massive environmental changes of the Quaternary with long periods of exposure
during glacially lowered sea level periods and short periods of interglacial
growth. The entries in this encyclopedia condense the large amount of work
carried out since Charles Darwin first attempted to understand reef evolution.
Leading authorities from many countries have contributed to the entries
covering areas of geology, geography and ecology, providing comprehensive
access to the most up-to-date research on the structure, form and processes
operating on Quaternary coral reefs.
Silver Joel Langford 1991
Jackson's Hallmarks Ian Pickford 2015-05-20 Since first published in 1991,
Pocket Jackson's, as it is most often called, has enjoyed enormous success and
is constantly rated as a best seller in the Arts & Antiques category. During
the last twenty-three years important developments have taken place in the
Hallmarking system. Most notably the introduction within Europe of a
universally accepted system of marking has led not only to the addition of new
marks, but als, to a change of status of several historic marks. This edition
brings to present day all the date letters and commemorative marks. It also
includes the recently introduced marks for Palladium and a section illustrating
the Assay Office identification marks of those countries that are signatories
to the International Convention marking system. In addition and of importance
are the changes made in the early cycles of Dublin date letters which result
from recent research by silver scholars in Ireland.
World Mythology in Bite-Sized Chunks Mark Daniels 2016-01-07 A masterful
introduction to world mythology, shedding light on the impact it has had on
cultures past and present and untangling the complex web of deities, monsters
and myths.From the signs of the zodiac to literature and art, the influence of
world mythology can still be seen in everyday life. With a stunning array of
fascinating tales, World Mythology in Bite-sized Chunks gets to grips with the
ancient stories of Aboriginal, Sumerian, Egyptian, Mesoamerican, Maori, Greek,
Roman, Indian, Norse and Japanese cultures, encompassing legends from the most
diverse societies and the most ancient cultures from across the globe.Learn
about why Odin, the Father of the Gods in Norse mythology, was so keen to lose
an eye, the importance of the Osiris myth of Ancient Egypt, and much more
besides.Entertaining, authoritative and incisive, this is an enlightening
journey into the fascinating world of mythology.
Miller's Antiques Encyclopedia Judith Miller 2008 Since it was first published
in 1998 more than 110,000 copies have been sold. Today, a new generation of
collectors, dealers and auctioneers continue to need this outstanding and
accessible resource. From 18th century chairs to 20th century Barbie dolls, Art
Deco sculpture to ancient Chinese ceramics, and Native American rugs to toy
robots.New sections featuring Mid-Century Modern and Postmodern design make it
the ultimate authenticated reference.
Brenner's Encyclopedia of Genetics Stanley Maloy 2013-02-27 Preceded by
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Encyclopedia of genetics / edited by Sydney Brenner and Jeffrey H. Miller.
c2002.
Encyclopedia of Quality of Life and Well-Being Research Alex C. Michalos
2014-02-12 The aim of this encyclopedia is to provide a comprehensive reference
work on scientific and other scholarly research on the quality of life,
including health-related quality of life research or also called patientreported outcomes research. Since the 1960s two overlapping but fairly distinct
research communities and traditions have developed concerning ideas about the
quality of life, individually and collectively, one with a fairly narrow focus
on health-related issues and one with a quite broad focus. In many ways, the
central issues of these fields have roots extending to the observations and
speculations of ancient philosophers, creating a continuous exploration by
diverse explorers in diverse historic and cultural circumstances over several
centuries of the qualities of human existence. What we have not had so far is a
single, multidimensional reference work connecting the most salient and
important contributions to the relevant fields. Entries are organized
alphabetically and cover basic concepts, relatively well established facts,
lawlike and causal relations, theories, methods, standardized tests, biographic
entries on significant figures, organizational profiles, indicators and indexes
of qualities of individuals and of communities of diverse sizes, including
rural areas, towns, cities, counties, provinces, states, regions, countries and
groups of countries.
Unscripted Ken Leiker 2003 This record of World Wrestling Entertainment
explores the inner workings of the WWE and the day-to-day lives of its stars.
Miller's Encyclopedia of World Silver Marks Judith Miller 2018-03-20 Designed
as the essential reference tool for appraisers, collectors and dealers of
silverware, the Encyclopedia is an indispensable guide for anyone researching
silver hallmarks, offering clear and wide-ranging reproductions of thousands of
hallmarks from more than 60 countries and regions, past and present, on every
continent. It is also clearly and logically organized into two volumes for ease
of reference: in the first volume are hallmarks listed by visual type and
category, fully cross-referenced to information in the second volume on country
of origin (in order of importance), centre of assaying or making, date and
silver standard marks, special marks such as import/export marks, and selected
maker's marks. Vetted by an international team of experts, the Encyclopedia
thus helps you to identify silver hallmarks quickly, easily and reliably. It
also includes brief historical overviews of hallmarking in each country, a
description of the hallmarking process, and a guide to identifying fake and
forged marks. Practical, comprehensive and up to date, Miller's Encyclopedia of
World Silver Marks is an invaluable aid to identifying silverware from around
the world.
Old London Silver, Its History, Its Makers and Its Marks Montague Howard 1903
The Historian Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01 The record-breaking phenomenon from
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Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece that "refashioned the vampire
myth into a compelling contemporary novel, a late-night page-turner" (San
Francisco Chronicle). Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully written, The
Historian is the story of a young woman plunged into a labyrinth where the
secrets of her family’s past connect to an inconceivable evil: the dark
fifteenth-century reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying pact that may
have kept his awful work alive through the ages. The search for the truth
becomes an adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern Europe—in a feat of storytelling so
rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers around the world.
“Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense of
storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to tell.” —Baltimore Sun
The Compendium of Chester Gold & Silver Marks, 1570 to 1962 Maurice H. Ridgway
2004 The Compendium spans nearly four hundred years, from the reign of Queen
Elizabeth the First through to Elizabeth the Second. It includes all known
registered and unregistered marks associated with goldsmiths from Chester and
the rest of the country together with official Chester Assay Office marks. The
makers' marks run from 1570 to 1962 at which time the Assay Office was closed
by Act of Parliament. This is the first time that all known Chester marks have
been assembled and is the first publishing of the twentieth century marks. This
book will complement the existing information on Chester and provide an
essential reference work. Since at least 2,000 of the entries have Birmingham
addresses, this new work will also enhance the available information on
jewellers and silversmiths working in that important trade centre.
Trademarks on Base-metal Tableware Eileen Woodhead 1991 Over the past decade
the Metal Unit of the Material Culture Section, Archaeology Research Division,
Canadian Parks Service, has maintained a reference file identifying marks found
on metal artifacts. This document is a selection of marks on file that relate
primarily to tableware items, from the late 18th century to about 1900.
A Canticle for Leibowitz Walter M. Miller 1975
Kovels' American Silver Marks Ralph M. Kovel 1989 Lists monograms and
identifying marks used by more than ten thousand American silversmiths from
1650 to the present.
For Your Own Good Alice Miller 2002-11-14 For Your Own Good, the contemporary
classic exploring the serious if not gravely dangerous consequences parental
cruelty can bring to bear on children everywhere, is one of the central works
by Alice Miller, the celebrated Swiss psychoanalyst. With her typically lucid,
strong, and poetic language, Miller investigates the personal stories and case
histories of various self-destructive and/or violent individuals to expand on
her theories about the long-term affects of abusive child-rearing. Her
conclusions—on what sort of parenting can create a drug addict, or a murderer,
or a Hitler—offer much insight, and make a good deal of sense, while also
straying far from psychoanalytic dogma about human nature, which Miller
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vehemently rejects. This important study paints a shocking picture of the
violent world—indeed, of the ever-more-violent world—that each generation helps
to create when traditional upbringing, with its hidden cruelty, is perpetuated.
The book also presents readers with useful solutions in this regard—namely, to
resensitize the victimized child who has been trapped within the adult, and to
unlock the emotional life that has been frozen in repression.
Pottery & Porcelain Marks Ellen Denker 1995 A handy and easy-to-use guide
containing more than 3,000 commonly found marks for all types of pottery and
porcelain, with information on the makers, factories and artists they represent
for on-the-spot reference. Line drawings illustrate the different styles and
patterns. Everyone from the novice to the expert collector—and auctioneers
too—will want to own this.
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness; A Complete Hand Book
for the Use of the Lady in Polite Society Florence Hartley 2015-08-08 This work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Encyclopedia of Bible Difficulties Gleason Leonard Archer 1982 This
encyclopedia is intended for everyone, from scholars and students to
laypersons--for all who are troubled by apparent contradictions in the Bible.
It argues for the unity and the integrity of the Bible and should convince the
skeptic and reassure the person who may be confused by the seeming
discrepancies in Scripture.
British Porcelain Geoffrey A. Godden 1974 Describes the history of forty
nineteenth-century manufacturers as well as identifying typical collector's
items
Johnny Tremain Esther Forbes 1998 After injuring his hand, a silversmith's
apprentice in Boston becomes a messenger for the Sons of Liberty in the days
before the American Revolution.
Antique Marks (Collins Gem) Anna Selby 2010-07-08 This pocket-sized guide to
identifying and interpreting metal and ceramic marks has been improved with the
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addition of the most recent hallmarks, along with details of the new
hallmarking system.
The Book of Old Silver: English, American, Foreign Seymour B. Weyler 1973
Encyclopedia of American Silver Manufacturers Dorothy T. Rainwater 1975
Pictures the trademarks of more than fourteen hundred manufacturers from the
1840's to the present and supplies information on the founding, growth, and
ownership of companies
Pictorial Guide to Pottery and Porcelain Marks Chad Lage 2004 This book
features photographs of marks alongside their actual pieces for perspective.
Other books simply show line drawings, but this massive encyclopedia educates
collectors and researchers on what the marks actually look like on a piece of
pottery or porcelain. Over 7,500 photographs of around 4,000 marks and items,
from Abingdon to Zsolnay, are featured in this huge publication. Organized
alphabetically by company, this book is the most user-friendly marks book
you'll find, telling readers quickly what it looks like, when it was made, and
who made it. Appraisers and dealers will find this guide extremely useful; they
can learn a little bit about many different marks, rather than having to weed
through extensive historical information on the thousands of marks produced. As
an added feature, cross-referencing indexes are provided, by date, shape, and
company. 2004 values.
Scary Stories for Young Foxes Christian McKay Heidicker 2019-07-30 A 2020
Newbery Honor Recipient! Christian McKay Heidicker, author of the Thieves of
Weirdwood trilogy, draws inspiration from Bram Stoker, H. P. Lovecraft and
Edgar Allan Poe for his debut middle-grade novel, a thrilling portrait of
survival and an unforgettable tale of friendship. "Clever and harrowing." —The
Wall Street Journal "Into the finest tradition of storytelling steps Christian
McKay Heidicker with these highly original, bone-chilling, and ultimately
heart-warming stories. All that’s needed is a blazing campfire and a delicious
plate of peaches and centipedes.” —Kathi Appelt, Newbery Award honoree and
National Book Award finalist The haunted season has arrived in the Antler Wood.
No fox kit is safe. When Mia and Uly are separated from their litters, they
discover a dangerous world full of monsters. In order to find a den to call
home, they must venture through field and forest, facing unspeakable things
that dwell in the darkness: a zombie who hungers for their flesh, a witch who
tries to steal their skins, a ghost who hunts them through the snow . . . and
other things too scary to mention. Featuring eight interconnected stories and
sixteen hauntingly beautiful illustrations, Scary Stories for Young Foxes
contains the kinds of adventures and thrills you love to listen to beside a
campfire in the dark of night. Fans of Neil Gaiman, Jonathan Auxier, and R. L.
Stine have found their next favorite book. A Booklist 2019 Editors' Choice
Selection
Antiques Investigator Judith Miller 2009-06-01 Judith Miller's super-sleuth
guide to spotting, buying and collecting antiques, now in ebook(PDF) format If
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you are looking to discover a valuable treasure or nab a bootsale bargain then
antiques and collectables expert Judith Miller shows you how to solve any
collecting case. Find out how to tell a genuine antique piece from a fake. Spot
signs that indicate an object has been restored. Discover makers and styles to
look out for, and whether an object should be kept, or not. Includes expert
advice on makers, questions to ask, tips for identifying the best examples in
furniture, ceramics, glass, silver, dolls, teddy bears, textiles and more. With
hundreds of photographs that reveal every detail of each piece, you'll soon
know exactly what to look for. Get more at www.antiques.dk.com with over 30,000
photos, descriptions and price guides. "Super-easy to use, may save or make you
a bob or two." 5-star rating, Web User Magazine.
Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20 One day Sophie comes home from school
to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world
come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with
a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Dark City Eddie Muller 2021-07-20 This revised and expanded edition of Eddie
Muller's Dark City is a film noir lover's bible, taking readers on a tour of
the urban landscape of the grim and gritty genre in a definitive, highly
illustrated volume. Dark Cityexpands with new chapters and a fresh collection
of restored photos that illustrate the mythic landscape of the imagination.
It's a place where the men and women who created film noir often find
themselves dangling from the same sinister heights as the silver-screen avatars
to whom they gave life. Eddie Muller, host of Turner Classic Movies' Noir
Alley, takes readers on a spellbinding trip through treacherous terrain:
Hollywood in the post-World War II years, where art, politics, scandal, style - and brilliant craftsmanship -- produced a new approach to moviemaking, and a
new type of cultural mythology.
Cincinnati Silver Amy Miller Dehan 2014 "From elegant tea sets to grand
goblets, splendid platters and snuff boxes, the Cincinnati Art Museum holds
over 400 pieces of silver designed, crafted, and sold in its city. With its
founding in 1788, Cincinnati established itself as a leading center for the
luxury silver trade in the United States. Cincinnati Silver: 1788-1940 traces
the silver industry in the Queen City from the early years of production before
the Civil War, through the growth of mechanization and mass production, and
into the Arts and Crafts and Art Deco periods. Two key essays examine the
origins, development, structure, and local and national importance of the
city's silver trade. The volume also includes 154 illustrated, narrative
entries on the most active individuals and companies. These entries are richly
supplemented with over 250 color plates, over 200 maker and retailer hallmarks,
and a range of important new archival information, such as illustrations of
storefronts, craftsmen an proprietors, period advertisements and sample books.
In addition to a bibliography, two appendices present an exhaustive index of
other active craftsmen, as well as an inventory of the Museum's Cincinnati
silver collection. As the first comprehensive volume to be published on this
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subject in nearly forty years, Cincinnati Silver: 1788-1940 is a vital resource
for scholars, collectors, and enthusiasts of American silver, as well as those
interested in American material culture and the development of 18th- and 19thcentury commerce. With stunning color photography and in-depth research,
Cincinnati Silver recounts the complex and fascinating story of the development
of one of America's most important cities"-Miller's Collectables Handbook and Price Guide 2021-2022 JUDITH. MILLER
2020-07-02
Persia Rising Mark Langford 2011-09 Since September 11, 2001 there has been
blood in the water and the predators have been circling. The ensuing decade has
brought little solace or healing to our wounds. Now, Persia Rising brings you
an unflinching plunge into the next major attack upon the United States of
America, our allies, and our way of life, set to occur on the anniversary of
9/11. A psychopath, Ajay Majumbar, born to a moderate Muslim family in rural
Texas, walks a terrible path toward murder and destruction as he facilitates
the most horrendous terror attacks to ever occur on American soil. The American
and NATO enemies in Iran, China, and Russia conspire to permanently eradicate
the Western powers by seizing the opportunity granted by Ajay's hatred and
sadistic desires. The questionable allies of China and Russia facilitate Iran's
nuclear ambitions as Iranian intelligence operatives and terrorist commandos
execute the attacks that will establish the next great Muslim Caliphate in
historic Persia. The future is decided here. Can our nation survive? Will our
culture survive? Will you survive?
The Silver Dream Neil Gaiman 2013-04-23 Written by New York Times bestselling
authors Neil Gaiman and Michael Reaves with Mallory Reaves, The Silver Dream is
a riveting sequel to InterWorld, full of bravery, loyalty, time and space
travel, and the future of a young man who is more powerful than he realizes.
Dangerous times lie ahead, and if Joey Harker has any hope of saving InterWorld
and the Altiverse, he's going to have to rely on his wits—and, just possibly,
on the mysterious Time Agent Acacia Jones.
Encyclopedia of American Silver Manufacturers Dorothy T. Rainwater 2003-08-30
With more than 2300 marks illustrated and brief histories and cross-references
of more than 1600 manufacturers, this is the most comprehensive reference
source on the subject. To compile the information presented here, the authors
devoted much time researching numerous sources. These include various editions
of Trademarks of the Jewelry & Kindred Trades, U.S. Patent Office records,
silver and jewelry catalogs of manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers,
records of companies still in business, and pieces examined in antiques shops
all over the country. This fifth edition includes new trademarks, additional
companies, and brings to date the many changes in company ownership during the
last decade.
Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice Arie Wallert
1995-08-24 Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and museum
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curating, this volume contains the principal papers from an international
symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio
Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from June 26
to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art historians, conservators,
conservation scientists, and museum curators worldwide—was organized by the
Department of Art History at the University of Leiden and the Art History
Department of the Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in
Amsterdam. Twenty-five contributors representing museums and conservation
institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical
painting techniques, including wall painting and polychrome sculpture. Topics
cover the latest art historical research and scientific analyses of original
techniques and materials, as well as historical sources, such as medieval
treatises and descriptions of painting techniques in historical literature.
Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt and Vermeer, Dutch 17thcentury landscape painting, wall paintings in English churches, Chinese
paintings on paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates and blackand-white photographs illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the 20th
century.
Miller's Antiques Marks Judith Miller 2018-01-31 Marks are one of the
collector's most important tools when it comes to identifying and dating
antiques. Of course, it is important to understand that they should never be
relied upon completely, as many have been copied or faked. What you should rely
on is experience. Handle as many antiques as you can and learn to combine your
knowledge of marks with the knowledge of how an authentic piece looks and
feels. Whether you are buying at auction, flea market or antique shop this is
the book you need to identify and date what you find. More than 6,000 marks are
organized for quick, at-a-glance reference with full-colour sections on silver,
Sheffield plate, bronze figures, ceramics, glass, costume jewellery, toys and
dolls. This comprehensive guide can be kept handy to identify antique finds and
valuate them from a catalogue of the most common marks that you will encounter,
as well as any unidentified treasures you already own.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods Lisa M. Given 2008-08-19
Qualitative research is designed to explore the human elements of a given
topic, while specific qualitative methods examine how individuals see and
experience the world. Qualitative approaches are typically used to explore new
phenomena and to capture individuals' thoughts, feelings, or interpretations of
meaning and process. Such methods are central to research conducted in
education, nursing, sociology, anthropology, information studies, and other
disciplines in the humanities, social sciences, and health sciences.
Qualitative research projects are informed by a wide range of methodologies and
theoretical frameworks. The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods
presents current and complete information as well as ready-to-use techniques,
facts, and examples from the field of qualitative research in a very accessible
style. In taking an interdisciplinary approach, these two volumes target a
broad audience and fill a gap in the existing reference literature for a
general guide to the core concepts that inform qualitative research practices.
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The entries cover every major facet of qualitative methods, including access to
research participants, data coding, research ethics, the role of theory in
qualitative research, and much more—all without overwhelming the informed
reader. Key Features Defines and explains core concepts, describes the
techniques involved in the implementation of qualitative methods, and presents
an overview of qualitative approaches to research Offers many entries that
point to substantive debates among qualitative researchers regarding how
concepts are labeled and the implications of such labels for how qualitative
research is valued Guides readers through the complex landscape of the language
of qualitative inquiry Includes contributors from various countries and
disciplines that reflect a diverse spectrum of research approaches from more
traditional, positivist approaches, through postmodern, constructionist ones
Presents some entries written in first-person voice and others in third-person
voice to reflect the diversity of approaches that define qualitative work Key
Themes Approaches and Methodologies Arts-Based Research, Ties to Computer
Software Data Analysis Data Collection Data Types and Characteristics
Dissemination History of Qualitative Research Participants Quantitative
Research, Ties to Research Ethics Rigor Textual Analysis, Ties to Theoretical
and Philosophical Frameworks The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research
Methods is designed to appeal to undergraduate and graduate students,
practitioners, researchers, consultants, and consumers of information across
the social sciences, humanities, and health sciences, making it a welcome
addition to any academic or public library.
Miller's Antiques Handbook & Price Guide 2020-2021 Judith Miller 2019-10-01 If
you want to know the value of your antiques - or find out how the antiques
market is faring - the world's bestselling antiques price guide is the place to
look. Miller's Antiques Handbook & Price Guide remains the essential and
trusted guide to the antiques market. It has earned the reputation of being the
book no dealer, collector or auctioneer should be without. Compiled by Judith
Miller, world-renowned antiques expert and co-founder of the book, the guide
features more than 8,000 antiques. Comprehensive sections cover ceramics,
furniture, glass, silver and metalwares, jewellery and objets de vertu, clocks
and watches, books, Oriental antiques, textiles, toys, decorative arts and
Modern Classics. Special features explain why one piece is worth more than
another, show how to value an item and teach you to be your own valuer.
Biographies of designers and factories give the background information you need
to help date and value objects, while special 'Judith Picks' sections give
fascinating background and valuation details for particularly interesting or
unusual objects.
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